Learning satisfies yearning, improves earning, & reduces churning.

iSolved with Mojo will help everyone get the most out of their job.
Brain drain, availability of qualified applicants, and internal skill levels are impacting your potential.

The solution is clear. Develop from within.

But consider this. Your competitors are in the same boat. By taking on the challenge of training and improving your staff, you immediately gain competitive advantage. Perhaps you can attract the best people through outstanding recruitment practices via iSolved with Mojo. And retain them with excellent engagement and culture.

Now let’s massively improve performance. You’ll be astounded by how easy this becomes using iSolved with Mojo. Reviews, benchmarks, expectations, communication, feedback, learning tools, cross-training, certifications, goal-setting (and achieving!) are all baked in.

We see this one area as the most overlooked, or perhaps more accurately—dropped, because with so many other immediate priorities this seems like one you can get away with. Or get back to. Or, it’s just too difficult to address given time, financial, and business pressures.

This process can be such a nightmare that management avoids it. Get ready to 180⁰ your perception of learning and performance with a platform that makes it into an outright highlight. People are challenged (which they like). Teams do better work. Productivity increases. Errors plummet. Pride improves. You really will see people thrive and your business along with it.

70% of CEOs see the availability of key skills as a threat to growth.

70%  — 2016 PwC Survey.